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Definition of interface

 (Entry 1 of 2)

1 : a surface forming a common boundary of two bodies, spaces, or phases an oil-water interface
2a : the place at which independent and often unrelated systems meet and act on or communicate with each other
the man-machine interface
b : the means by which interaction or communication is achieved at an interface

interface

verb
interfaced; interfacing; interfaces

Definition of interface (Entry 2 of 2)

transitive verb

1 : to connect by means of an interface interface a machine with a computer
2 : to serve as an interface for

intransitive verb

1 : to become interfaced
2 : to interact or coordinate harmoniously

 Other Words from interface  More Example Sentences  Learn More about interface

Keep scrolling for more

Other Words from interface

Noun

interfacial \ ˌin- tər- ̍fā- shəl  \ adjective

Examples of interface in a Sentence
Noun the interface between engineering and science The software has a user interface that's easy to operate.
See More
Recent Examples on the Web: Noun The physics of the reflection process is not completely confined to the
interface. — Chris Lee, Ars Technica, "The right T-shirt may increase medical implant’s battery life," 22 Nov.
2019 Huawei removed the contested code, manuals and command-line interfaces and the case was dropped. —
Washington Post, "How Huawei Became a Target for Governments," 22 Nov. 2019

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of
the word 'interface.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its
editors. Send us feedback.
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See More

First Known Use of interface

Noun

1882, in the meaning defined at sense 1

Verb

1962, in the meaning defined at transitive sense 1

Keep scrolling for more

Learn More about interface

Share interface

Post the Definition of interface to Facebook  Share the Definition of interface on Twitter 

Time Traveler for interface

The first known use of interface was in 1882
See more words from the same year

Dictionary Entries near interface

interest policy

interestuarine

interethnic

interface

interfacing

interfactional

interfaculty

See More Nearby Entries 

Statistics for interface
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Look-up Popularity

Top 40% of words

Cite this Entry

“Interface.” The Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster Inc., https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/interface. Accessed 16 December 2019.
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More Definitions for interface

interface

noun

English Language Learners Definition of interface

 (Entry 1 of 2)

: the place or area at which different things meet and communicate with or affect each other
: a system that is used for operating a computer : a system that controls the way information is shown to a
computer user and the way the user is able to work with the computer
: an area or system through which one machine is connected to another machine

interface

verb

English Language Learners Definition of interface (Entry 2 of 2)

: to connect or become connected : to connect by means of an interface

See the full definition for interface in the English Language Learners Dictionary

interface

noun
in· ter· face | \ ˈint-ər-ˌfās  \

Medical Definition of interface

: a surface forming a common boundary of two bodies, spaces, or phases interfaces between various tissues such
as skin, fatty tissue, and muscle— H. P. Schwan

Other Words from interface

interface transitive verb interfaced; interfacing

Style: MLA
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interfacial \ ˌint- ər- ̍fā- shəl  \ adjective

Keep scrolling for more

More from Merriam-Webster on interface

Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for interface

Rhyming Dictionary: Words that rhyme with interface

Spanish Central: Translation of interface

Nglish: Translation of interface for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of interface for Arabic Speakers

Britannica.com: Encyclopedia article about interface

Comments on interface

What made you want to look up interface? Please tel l  us where you read or heard
it ( including the quote, if  possible).

WORD OF THE DAY

mellifluous
having a smooth flowing sound
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